Effect of correlations and disorder on electron states in the Mott-Hubbard insulator $V_2O_3$
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We compare vanadium-deficient (nonstoichiometric) and titanium-doped vanadium sesquioxide through measurements of the electrical resistivity at a series of hydrostatic pressures, the magnetic susceptibility, and the low-temperature specific heat: all as a function of $T$. The pressure dependence of the critical temperature for the discontinuous metal-antiferromagnetic-insulator transition as well as the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility track the two cases. However, the pressure dependence of the Hubbard gap, the slower than exponential form of the low-temperature resistivity, and the concentration of two-level systems are markedly different for $V_{1.997}O_3$ and $(V_{0.95}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3$. We discuss our results in terms of the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion, which is of comparable magnitude to the bare bandwidth of the vanadium 3$d$ states. The band splitting in the antiferromagnetic insulating state is argued to cross over to a Slater-type splitting between the subbands narrowed by correlations with a sufficient degree of oxygen nonstoichiometry or Ti doping.

INTRODUCTION

Pure vanadium sesquioxide undergoes a striking first-order metal-insulator transition at a temperature $T_{MI} \sim 150$ K, marked by a jump in the electrical resistivity of seven orders of magnitude, a hysteresis loop of 10 to 12 K, a volume expansion of 1.4%, and antiferromagnetic ordering of the spins. Investigations have centered on the remarkable electronic, magnetic, and structural behavior at the transition, which has served as a prototype for the physics of Mott-Hubbard transitions. Moreover, the metallic phase can be stabilized at all $T$ through alloying with titanium sesquioxide, adjustment of the oxygen stoichiometry, and/or the application of sufficient hydrostatic pressure. These additional experimental parameters allow both the study of the evolution of the nature of the transition into the insulator and the characterization of the low-temperature correlated metal.\(^2,3\) The properties of $V_2O_3$ and its alloys are of particular interest in light of the discovery of superconductivity in the rare-earth cuprate oxides, where doping transforms a putative Mott-Hubbard insulator into a high-temperature superconductor. The vanadium sesquioxide systems also can be regarded as prototypes of a heavy fermion metal composed of almost localized electrons.

We report here a study of the low-temperature properties of the insulating state of both Ti-doped and vanadium-deficient single crystals of $V_2O_3$ in an attempt to understand the relative roles of disorder and Coulomb repulsion. The latter can be characterized by the ratio $U/W$, where $U$ is the magnitude of the intra-atomic interaction and $W$ is the bare bandwidth. By use of a hydrostatic pressure cell, we can effectively vary $W$ while maintaining the integrity of the samples and contacts through the metal-insulator transition. Thus, we are able to extend electrical resistivity measurements to temperatures well below $T_{MI}$. We supplement the transport measurements with both ac magnetic susceptibility and calorimetric comparisons of the nonstoichiometric and substitutionally disordered insulators. We interpret our findings within the Hubbard-Gutzwiller picture of correlated electron states, additionally taking into account the disorder introduced in the hole states by vanadium deficiency or Ti doping.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Single crystals of Ti-doped $V_2O_3$ were grown from the melt by the Reed Tri-arc technique.\(^4\) Nonstoichiometric single crystals were grown using a skull melter.\(^5\) In both cases, samples were annealed in a suitable CO-CO\(_2\) atmosphere for control of stoichiometry,\(^6\) quenched, aligned, and cut on a diamond saw. Surfaces were sanded and etched in HCl prior to attaching electrical leads with silver paint.
We made four-probe resistivity measurements, \( \rho(T) \), on oriented samples of typical dimension \( 1 \times 1 \times 3 \, \text{mm}^3 \) in a BeCu hydrostatic pressure cell, using silicone oil as the pressure medium and a superconducting lead manometer for pressure \( P \) calibration. We estimate an absolute accuracy of 0.5 kbar for the reported values of \( P \). Pressure helped maintain the electrical contacts through the 1.4% volume expansion at the metal-insulator transition, although the \( V_{1.9967} \) results were quite noisy at low \( T \). Transport properties were measured using an ac resistance bridge technique at lowest \( \rho \), a four-probe dc technique at intermediate \( \rho \), and a Keithley 617 electrometer up to \( 10^{11} \, \Omega \), with overlap of at least an order of magnitude between techniques. All results were obtained in the ohmic limit.

We measured the ac magnetic susceptibility at ambient pressure using a gradiometer configuration, with 43 turns/cm of 36-gauge Cu wire in the primary and 1000 turns of 36-gauge Cu wire in each of the secondaries. Samples of typical dimension \( 3 \times 3 \times 10 \, \text{mm}^3 \) aligned along either the \( a \) or \( c \) axis of the hexagonal unit cell were encapsulated in a quartz tube, which was lifted in and out of the coils at each temperature to subtract the remaining background signal. Measuring fields were restricted to less than 3 G, and all results were reported in the magnetic field and for the frequency-independent regime.

We studied the low-temperature heat capacity in a helium dilution refrigerator using a standard relaxation technique. Samples of mass 0.22 and 0.58 g for the Ti-doped and vanadium-deficient samples, respectively, were ground up and mixed with Apiezon N grease to minimize problems with cracking at the transition. The slurry was spread on a quartz substrate with a gold heater evaporated on the back and suspended by threads from the mixing chamber. The temperature was measured using a Spear carbon chip, calibrated against a germanium thermometer. We estimate a negligible addendum at all \( T \), except for the contribution from the Apiezon N grease which was subtracted using known values in the literature. Temperature excursions never exceeded 4% of the measuring \( T \) above 1 K and 6% below 1 K.

**RESULTS**

We plot in Fig. 1 the temperature dependence of the \( c \)-axis electrical resistivity at a series of hydrostatic pressures for both vanadium-deficient and titanium-doped \( V_2O_3 \). Metallic behavior at high \( T \) is abruptly interrupted by a jump in \( \rho \) of order four decades for \( (V_{0.99}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3 \) and up to six decades for \( V_{1.9967} \), marking the transition into the insulator. All curves shown are for the cooling cycle only. Significant hysteresis loops occur between cooling and warming, as discussed below in conjunction with the magnetic susceptibility data.

The metal-insulator transition temperature \( T_{MI} \) is reduced with pressure almost identically in the two cases, lending credence to the practice of mapping doped and compressed \( V_2O_3 \) onto the same phase diagram.\(^7\) Given that \( V_{1.9967}O_3 \equiv V_2O_3 \) on the oxygen excess of 0.005 and a Ti substitution of 0.01 achieve precisely the same reduc-

![FIG. 1. Resistivity \( \rho \) as a function of temperature \( T \) at a series of hydrostatic pressures \( P \) on cooling. The metal-insulator transition temperature \( T_{MI} \) decreases in a like manner with \( P \) in the titanium-doped and vanadium-deficient cases, but \( \rho(T) \) at low \( T \) differs markedly. Inset shows vanadium-deficient data for \( P = 0, 2.5, \) and 6 kbar (curves \( a-c \)) and Ti-doped results for \( P = 4 \) kbar (curve \( d \)), all vs \( 1/T \). Solid lines are best fits to \( \rho = \exp(\Delta/T) \) for \( T \approx 20 \) to 30 K below \( T_{MI} \).](image)
tion in $T_{MI}$. This suggests the applicability of a simple concept in which the oxygen nonstoichiometry creates twice as many holes as the Ti doping. Thus, the transition seems to be dominated by charge-density effects, and the application of pressure has the same effect on both specimens. However, the nature of the insulating state at equivalent points on the phase diagram appears to be very different, as reflected in the marked contrast between the $\rho(T)$ variation of the two samples for $T < T_{MI}$.

A stretched exponential form for the resistivity,

$$\rho(T) = \rho_0 \exp(\frac{T_0}{T})^\beta,$$

with $0 < \beta < 1$, is a characteristic procedure for dealing with the effects of disorder on the insulating state in the low-$T$ limit. Mott variable range hopping\(^7\) corresponds to $\beta = 1/(d + 1)$, where $d$ is the system dimensionality, whereas $\beta = \frac{1}{2}$ (for both two and three dimensions) when long-range electron-electron interactions in the presence of disorder are sufficiently strong to open a Coulomb gap.\(^10\) We can fit the temperature evolution of the resistivity for $(V_{0.999}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3$ to Eq. (1) over the entire range $T < T_{MI}$ at all $P$, with $\beta = 0.31 \pm 0.02$. However, the prefactor $\rho_0 \sim 10^{-18}$ $\Omega$ cm represents an unphysically small value. Moreover, there is no reason to believe that the sample is effectively two-dimensional as implied by the value $\beta = \frac{1}{2}$; in fact, $\rho(T)$ measured along the $a$ axis and the $c$ axis yield virtually identical results.

In light of these considerations, we do not fit $\rho(T < T_{MI})$ to a single form, but proceed as follows: First, we fit the region within 20 to 30 K of $T_{MI}$ to a simple activated form, $\rho(T) = \rho_0 \exp(\Delta/T)$, representing the opening of a combined Slater-Hubbard gap. We plot in the inset to Fig. 1 $\ln \rho$ versus $1/T$ for $T$ in the near vicinity of $T_{MI}$. Curves $a - c$ represent data for $V_{1.999}O_3$ at $P = 0$, 2.5, and 6 kbar, while curve $d$ is for $(V_{0.99}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3$ at $P = 4$ kbar. The slope (solid lines) determines the value of the conductivity gap $\Delta$. Second, we restrict Eq. (1) to the low-temperature limit of our data, $15 \leq T \leq 80$ K. Over this temperature range, $\beta = 0.26 \pm 0.02$, consistent with three-dimensional Mott variable range hopping, with $\rho_0 \sim 5 \times 10^{-9}$ $\Omega$ cm, a value which compares well to the prefactors obtained in similar analyses of other vanadium oxides.\(^11\) The prefactor for the activated behavior, $\rho_0 \sim 3 \times 10^{-3}$ $\Omega$ cm, which, as expected, is a characteristic resistivity of order the inverse of Mott’s minimum metallic conductivity.\(^9\)

The resistivity data for $V_{1.999}O_3$ are not amenable to fitting by Eq. (1) over any reasonable temperature range at any pressure. We are able to fit $\rho(T)$ in the 20- to 30-K region just below $T_{MI}$ to a simple activated form, and we plot in Fig. 2 the values of the band gap $\Delta$ so obtained as a function of hydrostatic pressure for both the nonstoichiometric and Ti-doped samples. The gap closes rapidly with increasing $P$ for $V_{1.999}O_3$, but remains constant, within experimental error for $(V_{0.99}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3$, at a value which is roughly $\frac{1}{2}$ of the low-temperature gap\(^12\) in pure $V_2O_3$. At the higher pressures, $\Delta$ is comparable in the two cases, as illustrated by the parallel slopes of curves $c$ and $d$ in the inset to Fig. 1. Increased external pressure seems to drive the two disordered systems toward the same insulating state in which $\Delta \sim 600$ K. Nonetheless, the two types of disorder, (vanadium) vacancies versus substitution, must affect the states in the gap very differently for the variation of $\rho$ with $T << T_{MI}$ to be so dissimilar. Finally, we present in the inset to Fig. 2 $\Delta$ as a function of total effective pressure, $P_{tot}$, for $V_{1.999}O_3$. We define $P_{tot}$ as the sum of the external applied pressure and the internal chemical pressure due to the deviation from stoichiometry.\(^13\) The band gap diminishes linearly with increasing $P_{tot}$, extrapolating back to $\Delta = 3500$ K for pure $V_2O_3$, in agreement with previous measurements (solid circle).\(^12\) The observed linearity of $\Delta$ versus $P_{tot}$ indicates that the dopant and cation vacancies are uniformly distributed in the two samples.

We plot in Fig. 3 $\ln \rho$ versus $(1/T)^{1/4}$ for the Ti-doped sample at three pressures for $T$ well below $T_{MI}$. The solid lines are fits to three-dimensional variable range hopping, Eq. (1) with $\beta = \frac{1}{4}$. Although strong electron-electron interactions are essential to the physics of the Mott-Hubbard insulator, there are apparently still enough charge carriers available at these temperatures to screen the Coulomb gap.\(^14\) We find that the characteristic energy for the hopping state $T_0$ systematically decreases with increasing $P$ (inset to Fig. 3). It must go to zero at $P_{tot} \sim 25$ kbar, where the metallic phase is stabilized at all $T$. We can estimate a localization length $\alpha^{-1}$ through the relation\(^9,15\) $\alpha^{-1} = [kT_0N(E_F)/16]^{1/3}$, where $N(E_F)$ is the density of states at the Fermi level and $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant. Assuming an $N(E_F)$ of one state per vanadium atom,\(^16\) we find $\alpha^{-1} = 0.6$ Å for $P = 0$. Although $T_0$ is almost halved at $P = 6$ kbar, the localization length only increases by 20% because of the cube-root dependence.

We have analyzed the $\rho(T)$ dependence for $T < T_{MI}$ assuming purely electronic disorder. The contrast between nonstoichiometric and substitutionally-doped $V_2O_3$ so evident in Fig. 1 alternatively (or in addition) could reflect differences in the development of the antiferromagnetic order in the insulator. We compare, therefore,
In the antiferromagnetic phase, the $V_2O_3$ spins lie at an angle of approximately 71° away from the hexagonal $c$ axis.\textsuperscript{18} We compare in Fig. 5 the $a$ axis (upper) and $c$ axis (lower) magnetic susceptibilities for $(V_{0.99}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3$. We plot on the same figures the warming and cooling cycles for the $a$ axis and $c$-axis electrical resistivities over a similar temperature range. Other than roughly a 20% difference in the resistivity scale,\textsuperscript{19} the curves match, underlining the three-dimensional character of the system and the linkage of the resistive and magnetic instabilities. The drop in the magnetic response reflects the transition from a strongly enhanced Pauli susceptibility in the metal, due to the strong effective-mass enhancement of almost localized electrons with nearly atomic magnetic moments, to an ordered antiferromagnet in the insulator.

Our final comparison between substitutional and nonstoichiometric disorder involves calorimetry. We plot in Fig. 6 the heat capacity $C$ of the two samples in the range $0.3 \leq T \leq 5$ K. The solid lines are least-square fits to the form

$$C = A/T^2 + BT + DT^3.$$  

Here, the first term represents the Schottky tail from the vanadium hyperfine interaction, the second term corresponds to the possible presence of two-level systems due to disorder, and the third and final term accounts for both phonon and magnon contributions to the specific heat. We find a nuclear hyperfine splitting of $10.5 \pm 0.2$ and $10.3 \pm 0.2$ mK for $(V_{0.99}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3$ and $V_{1.9967}O_3$, respectively. The experimental values concur, as they should for a local characteristic of vanadium itself, and they agree reasonably well with the previous determination\textsuperscript{20} of 9.2 mK, which was measured in the range 0.1 to 0.5 K.

In order to highlight the differences between the two types of disorder, we show in Fig. 7 the heat capacity less the fitted hyperfine contribution. In this plot of $C/T$ versus $T^2$, the slope represents the sum of the spin wave

\[ \text{FIG. 3. Logarithm of the low-temperature resistivity } \rho \text{ vs } T^{-1/4} \text{ fit to a Mott variable range hopping form (solid lines). The inset shows the pressure dependence of the characteristic temperature } T_0 \text{ [Eq. (1) in the text]. Line is a guide to the eye.} \]

\[ \text{FIG. 4. The ac magnetic susceptibility } \chi \text{ as a function of temperature } T \text{ is essentially the same for substitutional and nonstoichiometric disorder. Down (up) arrows correspond to cooling (warming).} \]

\[ \text{FIG. 5. Resistivity (dashed line, right axis) and susceptibility (open triangles, left axis) hysteresis loops through the metal-antiferromagnetic-insulator transitions for both the } c \text{ and } a \text{ axes of } (V_{0.99}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3. \]
and Debye lattice contributions and any nonzero intercept reflects the presence of two-level systems. The vanadium-deficient and substitutionally doped samples differ on both counts.

First, the slopes differ by almost 50%, with the parameter $D$ in Eq. (2) equal to 0.25±0.02 and 0.36±0.02 mJ/K$^4$ mol for $V_{1.9967}O_3$ and $(V_{0.99}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3$, respectively. In both cases, we have normalized to one mole of $V_2O_3$. Given the similar behavior of $\chi$ for the two samples (Fig. 4), we posit that the difference in the prefactor to the $T^3$ term reflects a difference in the lattice, rather than the magnon, contribution to the heat capacity. The smaller slope for the vanadium-deficient sample corresponds to a larger Debye temperature relative to the Ti-doped case. We can understand the difference in the Debye temperatures between the samples in terms of the different manner in which oxygen and titanium enter the lattice; the titanium enters substitutionally, while excess oxygen introduces vanadium vacancies. The larger Ti atom causes the crystal structure to realign itself such that the volume increases 0.1% per 1% titanium.21 By contrast, the introduction of vacancies into the lattice causes a crystal volume decrease of 0.1% per 0.5% vanadium deficiency.17 The decrease in volume implies that the nonstoichiometric sample has a more rigid lattice than the Ti-doped sample, in agreement with the heat-capacity measurements from which we deduce a greater Debye temperature for $V_{1.997}O_3$ than for $(V_{0.99}Ti_{0.01})_2O_3$.

Second, only the specific-heat data for $V_{1.997}O_3$ has a nonzero intercept. We obtain a value $B=2.6±0.2$ mJ/K$^2$ mol in that case, while this parameter is consistent with zero ($B=0±0.3$ mJ/K$^2$ mol) for the substitutionally doped sample. The vanadium vacancies provide multiple sites for oxygen reorientations, which is the apparent source for the large density of two-level systems. In the standard model22 for the linear term due to disorder,

$$C=2n_0k^2T\int x^2\text{sech}^2x\ dx,$$

where $k$ is Boltzmann's constant and $n_0$ is the density of two-level systems, usually expressed in units of $(J^{-1}m^{-3})$. For $V_{1.997}O_3$, $n_0=2.2\times10^{47}$ J$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$. By comparison,23 a structural glass such as SiO$_2$ (spectrosil) has $n_0=8.4\times10^{45}$ J$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$, while the Metglass Zr$_{0.5}$Pd$_{0.5}$ has $n_0=2.7\times10^{46}$ J$^{-1}$ m$^{-3}$. The preponderance of two-level systems in vanadium-deficient $V_2O_3$ is manifested clearly in the low-temperature specific heat. These modes may also provide extra states in the gap which could account for the increased conductivity at low $T$ relative to substitutionally disordered $V_2O_3$ (Fig. 1).

**DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS**

The low-temperature metal-insulator transition in $V_2O_3$ involves not only a discontinuous electronic transition, but accompanying magnetic and structural changes. Slater24 first demonstrated that antiferromagnetic ordering can split a half-filled band, causing a transition from a paramagnetic metal to an antiferromagnetic insulator. However, experimental work by McWhan et al.25 showed that the Slater model could not account for the complete $V_2O_3$ phase diagram since the system undergoes a paramagnetic metal to paramagnetic insulator transition with chromium doping. Thus, the Mott-Hubbard11,26 model has been used to describe the metal-insulator transition in $V_2O_3$ because it is the simplest model which combines the effects of Coulomb and antiferromagnetic exchange interactions to force a band splitting.

In this section we will interpret our results within the approach of Spalek et al.,3 which provides a rationalization of the full phase diagram for pure and doped $V_2O_3$ as a function of both temperature and doping. The generalized vanadium sesquioxide phase diagram obtained in Ref. 3 is schematically reproduced in slightly altered form in Fig. 8; the solid lines represent the first-order boundaries between the various phases: antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI), paramagnetic insulator (PI), and paramagnetic metal (PM and PM'). The system is
characterized by the ratio \( U/U_c \), which represents the ratio of the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion to the characteristic energy \( U_c \), which is of order the bare bandwidth \( W \). Three critical values of \( U \) play a crucial role: (i) \( U_c \approx W/4 \); this parameter determines the upper stability limit of the PM phase with respect to the PI phase that would be achieved if no AF ordering intervened (as indicated by the dashed curve in Fig. 8); (ii) the parameter \( U_k \), which specifies the value of \( U \) below which no PI phase can exist, and (iii) the parameter \( U' \), terminating the distinction between the reentrant metallic (PM') and PI phases. As the temperature is raised, one encounters a sequence of phase changes whose nature is determined by the value of \( U \), namely, (a) the AFI→PM transition only, for \( U < U_k \); (b) the AFI→PM→PI→PM' sequence for \( U_k < U < U' \); and (c) the AFI→PI transition only, for \( U > U' \). The first type (a) is encountered for pure \( V_2O_3 \), \( V_{1-x}Ti_x)2O_3 \), and \( V_{2/1-2}O_2 \); the second and third types occur in \( V_{1-x}Cr_x)2O_3 \). All three cases are marked on Fig. 8. Note that pure \( V_2O_3 \) must be characterized by \( U \approx U_c \), since the PI and PM' phases appear with small additions of \( Cr \).

We now concentrate on \( V_{1-x}Ti_x)2O_3 \) and \( V_{2/1-2}O_2 \). Even on the metallic side of the Mott-Hubbard transition, the electrons in the above compounds can be characterized as almost localized. Detailed calculations show that the antiferromagnetic insulating state below \( U_c \) can be of either the Slater or the Mott type. The Slater split-band picture is caused by the exchange field, the source of which is the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction. However, because of the relatively large magnitude of \( U \), the Slater subbands are substantially narrowed by electron correlation effects, as drawn schematically in Fig. 9. The band narrowing factor \( \Phi \) may be estimated as \( \Phi \approx \Phi_0 = 1 - (U/U_c)^2 \); this estimate holds for a small sublattice magnetization. The effective Slater gap, \( 2\Delta \), is determined by the combined effect of the exchange splitting and the band narrowing which depends also on the amplitude of the sublattice moment \( m_{AF} \). If the magnetic moment in the ground state saturates (i.e., if \( m_{AF} \rightarrow 1 \)), then the lower Slater subband reduces to a discrete level split by combined Hubbard and exchange contributions, because \( \Phi \rightarrow 0 \) as \( m_{AF} \rightarrow 1 \). Under these conditions, the system is a Mott insulator and the conduction gap is the (antiferromagnetic) Mott-Hubbard gap. The vertical transition line in Fig. 8 constitutes a first-order boundary between Mott and Slater antiferromagnet.

We have plotted in Fig. 2 the experimentally determined value for the conduction gap as a function of hydrostatic pressure for both the Ti-doped and vanadium-deficient samples. In order to analyze the applicability of the Slater versus the Mott picture to the \( V_2O_3 \) systems studied here, we determine first the value of the gap due to the Slater contribution as

\[
2\Delta = J_{AF} z < S^z > ,
\]

where

\[
J_{AF} = \frac{W^2}{2U} (1 - \Phi_0)
\]

is the magnitude of the kinetic exchange interaction between \( z \) nearest neighbors, applicable to the case with \( U \leq U_c \). If we regard \( V_2O_3 \) as an \( S = 1 \) system, then the upper limit for the Slater gap is \( 2\Delta_{max} = J_{AF} z \). The paramagnetic Neél temperature \( T_N \) is given by

\[
kT_N = \frac{1}{2} J_{AF} z S(S+1) = \frac{1}{2} J_{AF} z .
\]

Therefore,

\[
2\Delta_{max} = \frac{3}{2} kT_N .
\]

![FIG. 8. Schematic representation of the phase diagram for the pure and doped \( V_2O_3 \) systems (adopted from Refs. 3 and 27). \( U_c \) characterizes the disappearance of the paramagnetic insulating phase sandwiched in between two metallic phases.](image)

![FIG. 9. The density-of-states (DOS) for quasiparticles (hatched parts) showing the Slater splitting with the gap \( 2\Delta \). The featureless form of the bare DOS is shown for comparison. \( \Phi \) is the band-narrowing factor due to strong Coulomb interactions.](image)
With $T_N \approx 450$ K, $\Delta_{\text{max}} \approx 675$ K, which is indeed the magnitude of the conduction gap we observe in the limit of high pressure (where the magnetic moment presumably has diminished). The larger value of $\Delta$ measured at low pressures in $V_{1.997}O_3$ therefore must include as well a Mott-Hubbard contribution to the gap. Its decrease with added pressure and subsequent approach to the Slater limit is expected within the Mott-Hubbard model since pressure increases the bandwidth $W$ and, in a simple approximation, $\Delta \sim U - W$. For the case of $(V_{1-x}Cr_x)O_3$, the magnetic moment diminishes rapidly with Ti content$^{31}$ and the crossover to the Slater dominated regime must occur at much lower pressures.

It is important to note that although the $V_2O_3$ samples studied here may verge on being Slater antiferromagnets, they are still on the Mott side of the boundary for the highest pressures applied since the proper value of $\Delta_{\text{max}} \sim \Delta$ is obtained only when the magnetic moment is assumed to remain saturated in the insulating state. We remark also that the effect of disorder introduced by Ti or oxygen vacancies on the observed gap in the AFI phase is not likely to be a predominant factor since (unlike the Anderson transition) the PM $\rightarrow$ AFI transformation is of first order and accompanied by the onset of AF ordering.

We cannot overlook one additional complication. The Ti$^{3+}$ cation possesses only one 3d electron while V$^{3+}$ has two. Hence, Ti$^{3+}$ ions introduce holes in either the $a_1$ or the $e_g$ band. The observed weak anisotropy of the transport properties can be reconciled with the strongly anisotropic character of the $e_g$ and $a_1$ orbitals$^2$ by noting that there should be appreciable hybridization of these two types of 3d states with the oxygen 3s and 3p states (the hybridization with the 2p states is small since they are located roughly 4 eV below the Fermi level$^{33}$). Thus, the observed Ti$^{3+}$ hole localization must be ascribed to a local distortion of the antiferromagnetic ordering via spin polarons (cf. Mott$^1$) or via spin-bag effects explored recently in the context of hole doping in high-Tc systems.$^{34}$

The binding of the hole locally distorts the average Slater or Mott-Hubbard gap and creates an insulating state even in the slightly-less-than-half-filled band situation.

We now try to understand the observed differences in the low temperature $\rho(T)$ of the two systems. The Ti$^{3+}$ holes simply participate in the hopping conduction, which leads to the $\exp(T_0/T)^{1/4}$ dependence of the resistivity plotted in Fig. 3. In the vanadium-deficient system, the V vacancy removes an electron from both the $e_g$ and $a_1$ states. The conduction mechanism appears to be strongly influenced by the added states in the gap due to disorder, leading to an increased conductivity at low $T$. It would be interesting to study the hopping conduction in $(V_{1-x}Cr_x)O_3$ for which $U/U_c$ is increased and, therefore, is driven towards the limit of strongly correlated electrons.

One should inquire why with such different conduction processes in the insulating phase, the pressure dependence of $T_{MI}$ remains the same in the two systems. We note first that the number of electrons participating in the conduction process is small, i.e., the carrier concentration varies as $\sim x$ or $\sim 2y$ in the two cases, respectively. By contrast, the stability of the AFI phase relative to the PM phase is determined by the global energy balance involving all $d$ electrons. To prove this point in a quantitative fashion, we use the theoretical model introduced earlier$^3$ to calculate the phase diagram for the $(V_{1-x}Cr_x)O_3$ system. In this model, the free energy of the PM state in the low-temperature regime is given by

$$F_M(T) = \frac{1}{M} \left[ 1 - \frac{U}{U_c} \right] \frac{1}{2} \gamma \frac{T^2}{\Phi_0}$$

where $\gamma$ is the bare band energy per atom, $U_c = 8|\gamma| = 2W$ is the upper critical value of $U$ for the Mott-Hubbard transition at $T = 0$, and $\gamma_0 = \frac{1}{3} \pi^2 k^2 \rho(\epsilon_f)$ is the linear specific-heat coefficient (per site) for the electrons. By contrast, the free energy of the Mott insulating phase can be estimated as

$$F_{AF} = -J_{AF} z/8 + AT^4$$

where the second term is the thermal contribution due to long-wavelength acoustic magnon excitations and $A$ is related to the exchange-stiffness constant.

The first-order AFI $\rightarrow$ PM transition temperature $T_{MI}$ is determined by the coexistence condition $F_{AF} = F_M$, which yields

$$T_{MI} = \frac{1}{2A} \left[ \left( \frac{\gamma_0}{2\Phi_0} \right)^2 + 4A \Delta E \right]^{1/2} - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\gamma_0}{\Phi_0} \right)$$

where

$$\Delta E = \gamma \left[ 1 - \frac{U}{U_c} \right]^2 + J_{AF} z/8$$

is the difference between the energies in the metallic and insulating states. Positive values of $T_{MI}$ occur only for $\Delta E > 0$, that is, when the stable phase at $T = 0$ is antiferromagnetic. As $U \rightarrow U_c$, $\Delta E$ increases ($\gamma < 0$), and so does $T_{MI}$. On the other hand, on applying either an external or a chemical pressure one increases $W$ (i.e., $\gamma$) as well as $U_c$, which reduces $\Delta E$ towards zero. Hence, $T_{MI}$ should decrease similarly with pressure for both $(V_{1-x}Ti_x)O_3$ and $V_{2(1-y)}O_3$ if we make the reasonable assumption that one vanadium vacancy removes two electrons from the 3d band. This is indeed observed (Fig. 1). A more quantitative estimate of the variation of $T_{MI}$ with $P$ cannot be provided since Eq. (6) contains parameters such as $W$, $U$, and $A$, the accuracy of which cannot be estimated reliably at present.

We note one final important feature of the first-order AFI $\rightarrow$ PM transition, namely, that $T_{MI}$ is substantially lower than either the effective Fermi energy $\Phi_{0EF}/k$ (where $\epsilon_F$ is the bare Fermi energy) or the intrinsic Néel temperature $T_N$. This is why we have adopted the low-temperature expression for both $F_M$ and $F_{AF}$.

CONCLUSIONS

The first-order metal-insulator transition temperature is identically reduced with hydrostatic pressure for
characterizing a given compound. Our results point to a crossover from Mott insulator to Slater insulator with increasing pressure.
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